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About This Game
A badass rig drives only for the glory of Satan and races with blistering fury towards the Next Hell in this ARCADE ACTION
IMMORTAL TRUCKER! From Ludum Dar 5d3b920ae0
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Jesus, take the wheel!. Very simple design yet fun to play. Great concept and the music fits the game very well.. Great music,
great gameplay, two button design is awesome. Ruined entirely by one fatal flaw. Roadblocks are the only real threat you face.
They pop out of the top of the screen with only a split second given to react. You're supposed to push the boost button to break
through them, but if you're too slow you will take damage. The truck is supposed to help you by auto-steering around them, but
you quickly discover that this gimmick is something you simply cannot rely on. The view is very zoomed in, so you cannot see
these hazards coming in advance. The meat of the game, fighting enemies, is really easy. You will effortlessly parry enemy fire,
chew through bosses, but every run will end because of road hazards chipping away at your health one by one. Yes, I have the
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reflexes to deal with the roadblocks. No, I don't think it's fun, because that is the only challenge this game offers. You're just
trying to be vigilant about one small part of the gameplay while you utterly decimate all other threats. It's very unbalanced game
design, and I cannot recommend it.. Awesome two-button schmup! Simple but tight controls with a deep skill curve. The over
the top explosions and rad soundtrack make it a joy to kicku2665u2665u2665u2665u2665for Satan.. Cool crazy little game with
very great soundtrack! Absolutely worth the few bucks for it. Played it for hours everytime I started. The game and it's
soundtrack are highly addictive.. I'm really crap at it, but it's fun.. You want big booms? You want DEMON TRUCK. You want
a demon? YOU WANT DEMON TRUCK. How about trucks, you want those? Yeah baby- YOU WANT
DEMONTRUCKRIGHTNOW. Look, I am just sayin' man, trucks are cool, demons are cool, its like $5 and supports a great
dev. What have you got to lose? In all seriousness, what you are getting here is a short arcadey bit of fun. You may play it a lot,
you may play it a little. Each run is generally not very long but if you just feel like crashing and bashing for a bit there are many
worse ways you could use your time. It takes a little roguelike with a little bullet hell and makes it into a 3 min activity.
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